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Speaker for September 17th, 2017
Jill Turland
- Homoeopathy and Dowsing -

J

ill Turland began by studying Homeopathy and Herbal Medicine. She joined
the Australian Institute of Homœopathy
in 1981 and is the founding Editor of the
professional journal ‘Similia’.
For many years Jill has been associated
with osteopaths and chiropractors, and has
been working since 1990 with Bryan Barrass, an osteopathic chiropractor with a
great interest in homeopathy.
Together they have researched the homeopathic remedies applicable
to muscular and skeletal patterns, and the emotional origins of these
patterns. This is the main thrust of their research - the use of very
high potency homeopathic remedies for the resolution of guilts, griefs
and fears and their subsequent physical illnesses.
Of special interest to us is that Jill also incorporates dowsing in her
work as a homoeopath.
Through this knowledge many complex chronic physical problems
are being resolved, and the understanding of the mental aspects of
common homeopathic remedies is being expanded beyond present
boundaries.
These remedies and the story of their amazing new uses are written
up in detail in her book, ‘Getting Back On Track’.
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From the Editor

ndian scriptures are wonderful sources of inspiration. They contain
many stories, some portrayed as plays between GOD (meaning Generator, Operator, Destroyer -Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva) and humans. These
stories can be taken at face value or as metaphors, some of which are still
valid today. I recently came across an extract with one such metaphor.
In this story the Earth takes the form of a cow and goes to Vishnu, the
Operator aspect of God and says: “My udders bleed because I have been
milked so hard. The people have become so greedy that they do not care about
my welfare and they want and want from me.”
The story goes on where Vishnu agrees to help and manifests as Krishna
to correct the situation, depicted in the famous Mahabharat battle. By
the way this is the origin of the cows being sacred in India.
Does the cow’s predicament in that story ring a bell? Haven’t we plundered the Earth, its mineral resources, its oceans with our greed? Haven’t
we poisoned the soil and the rivers with our chemical effluents, the air
with our cars and factory fumes?
So it appears that we are at a similar stage as the cow was in the story, and
of course we are waiting for someone to come and fix it all up. It is not
going to be the governments, their track record is very poor in that respect. I cannot talk for Vishnu, so it will have to be us: the angel we have
been looking for is us! We humans are the ones who created the mess, so
we will have to fix it, and we have the means to, if we want to.
Individual help is needed. You know we create our future with our
thoughts, so let us all focus on a new future, where no one goes hungry,
no one is without love, and where Peace reigns supreme. You can also
activate your vision with your pendulum by spinning it while visualising.
One lamp lit at night may not make much difference, but many lights lit,
will. Would this not be the most noble endeavour?
Until next time 								François
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Dark Energy
By Mick Moran
Reprinted from the Dowsers Society of Victoria

T

here has been a great deal spoken and written about dark energy
lately. But what is this mysterious dark energy? I’ve been thinking
about it and I don’t think anyone has worked out exactly what it actually
is. Many have tried and shared various explanations about what this dark
energy could be, but does anyone really know?
I personally have no idea what dark energy is, or where it comes from,
but I know something about what it can do. It seems to be very powerful
and negative. It sucks out the energy of both people and places. In its
wake it leaves large numbers of very unwell, unhappy people struggling
to make sense of what’s happening.
Those who can detect this type of energy, see and feel it differently. I decided to share the way I see this energy, which can be different from the
way others do.
I first came across this dark energy at a dowsing meeting I was attending.
I started to feel very unwell as the meeting went on. This was by no
means the first time it had happened. It is usually caused by low, or negative energy in a space.
As usual, on that occasion I
checked the spiritual, etheric, and
physical energy of the room, and
all seemed fine.
But I had the feeling all was not
well and that everything was far
from okay, despite the readings I’d received. I left that meeting a number
of times as it was the only way I could relieve the terrible feelings that had
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come over me. But the moment I returned, so did the unease.
I decided to find out what was happening, so I closed my eyes and focused solely on the room, trying
to find out what might be causing
the negative feelings affecting me.
After some time, I started to see a
small dark negative spot in my
mind. The more I focused on it,
the bigger it grew.
It was almost undetectable at first, yet felt very powerful. Eventually it
became quite large and very dark. That’s when I started to refer to this
negativity as ‘dark energy’. It was very different from other energies I’d
experienced before. I had the feeling it could be removed and wondered
how to go about it.
I thought about it for a while and decided to do the same type of clearing
I’d normally do for any negative energy. I set an intention, telling myself
that I wished to remove the dark negative energy from the meeting room.
With that, it was gone. Totally. I immediately started to feel better and
the rest of the meeting continued smoothly without incident. I realised
that the problem wasn’t removing this dark energy, it was detecting it. It
seemed to be very well hidden and extremely difficult to find.
I am encountering this type of energy more as time goes on. When I
sense that someone needs a healing, I usually check their physical, spiritual, etheric and vibrational energy levels. These are the same areas I focus on for all of my healings. If they’re all normal, I generally feel there
isn’t much more for me to do. That is, until recently. These days I’m discovering more and more that this dark energy can be deeply hidden.
Sometimes it seems to be more powerful than at other times. As I tune
into it, the energy can become quite overpowering, affecting me as well.
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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People affected by this energy can show many different signs of being
unwell. It can cover physical, emotional and/or psychological problems.
I’ve even noticed entire communities affected. People within such communities tend to show all the typical signs of being in the presence of a
very, negative type of energy.
I’ve had to accept that my usual
clearing of properties and healing
for someone, doesn’t always remove this dark energy.
I have discovered that a lot of people have trouble actually detecting
this dark energy. Experience has shown me that if someone can’t detect
it, they’re unlikely to be able to remove it. The biggest problem seems to
lie with being able to detect it in the first place.
In my experience, it takes total relaxation in the body and mind to be
able to detect the dark energy I’m referring to. It also takes a great deal of
concentration. When it is detected, I find it usually starts off as something quite small that builds into a large blackness in the mind. That’s
what happens to me in these situations.
As I’ve investigated this particular energy more and more, I’ve found it
easier to remove. For me, it’s often cleared with just the use of one word.
Either PEACE or LOVE. Sending the person or place that’s being affected, peace or love usually clears this negative energy instantly. But it’s
much more than just the words. It’s the feeling as well. As with any healing, it has to come from deep within, from the heart. I believe you have
to feel the love, the peace and the compassion. To me, this is what’s
needed to do this kind of healing.
I’ve known this dark energy to return. It can be very persistent. So I find
it important to keep a regular close eye on things. At times I wonder if
this dark energy has some kind of intelligence. I recently cleared a propPage 6
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erty, and a week later, I detected something very negative in the same
building. At first I didn’t think it was the same energy as it felt different.
Yet, with a bit more concentration, I realised it was identical. It felt different because it had changed, or possibly evolved, making it much harder to detect. In these instances it becomes almost impossible to locate.
This dark energy is very powerful, but it can also be very fragile. With the
right circumstances, it can be cleared relatively easily. Like everything, it
takes practice, concentration, and confidence.
Contact Mick: energydowsing@hotmail.com

The Power of Sacred Sites
How sacred sites can help us stay balanced and centred
during intense times ...
Reprinted from http://www.alunajoy.com

A

fter all these years of travelling to many of the world’s sacred sites, I
still forget how healing sacred sites can be. We are becoming more
and more sensitive to discordant energy as we wake up. This is part of the
divine plan. If we were not sensitive to energy that is out of balance, we
would never know what needs to be cleared out of us, our community,
our governments and our planet.
I was reminded yet again, this Earth Day weekend, of the healing properties of sacred sites, especially those sites that are off grid and remote.
Here in Sedona the weather was beautiful, flowers and cactus were blooming, and we noticed an influx of some beautiful birds that we hadn’t seen
in a while. There was certainly magic in the air; BUT the extended, nearly 48 hour long, geomagnetic storm, which was amplified by a huge meteor fly by and heavy hitting astrology, was really making me exhausted.
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I could hardly keep my eyes
open. We had a couple of dear
friends in town for a visit. So I
pushed past my exhaustion, and
took them out to one of my very
favourite places in Sedona. This
area is so remote that there is no
cell phone signal. I thought
that I was never going to make
the walk, because I felt so tired.
Once we got out on the land
and into the sacred energy, I felt renewed.

Sedona

Even when geomagnetic storms trigger us to wake up (including solar
flares and a multitude of other triggers), some days we could really use a
break. Our soul and body scream for some restoring and healing from
all the hard work that we have been doing. We all have acquired a hefty
arsenal of spiritual tools that are helping us adjust to the increasingly
condensing energy in this past year. But sometimes it isn’t enough these
days.
So why do sacred sites make us feel better?
First and most importantly, these sacred sites (vortexes, ley lines, energy
nodes, etc...) maintain a higher and constantly balanced frequency
throughout all dimensions and ages. This is why ancients from countless
ages built temples and ceremonial centres in these same places on Earth,
many times building right on top of previous ruins. These sites emit
clean and original, creative energy to keep us balanced and awake.
Ascension is quickly becoming a full BODY experience. Our spirit/ethereal realms, and our minds/consciousness have already reached critical
mass in our ascension process for all of humanity. Now our body is
catching up with our spirits. So, especially now, in our modern technological times, when we are more detached from the Earth’s perfect balPage 8
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ance, and we are surrounded by cell phone, microwave, and Wi-Fi signals, it has become extremely difficult to find ways to stay balanced.
More now than ever before, our Earth’s sacred sites can give us the opportunity to rebalance, reboot, reactivate and upgrade our energy bodies,
and even heal our physical bodies. If you want to feel at deep peace and
feel good in your skin again, just go to your nearest remote, sacred site for
deep healing and to deeply feed your soul.
Remote sacred sites, off the beaten
path, are everywhere. We really
love Scotland and England for recharging as most of the sites that
we visit are very remote. Usually
we find these places empty of tourists and with no restrictions for usage.
So here our spirits can let go and receive all there is to gain from these
higher, balanced frequencies. It is also why I like Palenque, Mexico and
the surrounding area so much as well. Most times, if a site is difficult to
get to, you are nearly guaranteed that you will be greatly rewarded.
Archangel Michael says these remote sites are like ‘Redbull’ for the soul!
This is why we can feel drained before we enter a site, and come out feeling totally recharged! They give our hearts an opportunity to open fully,
and rebalance and recharge. Here we have sacred space to allow our true
self to stretch and rebalance and decompress from our modern world.
So get out even if you feel like hiding under the covers. Find your ‘special
place’. Allow yourself to decompress and heal regularly. It is not even a
luxury anymore. This is becoming a necessity ... and you want to do it
before it becomes a survival mode.
Have a Blessed Beltane and May Day!
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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In Service to Spirit
One Medium’s Spiritual Awakening
By Cindy Kay Jones
Reprinted from the Journal of the Ozark Research Institute, Winter 2016

S

piritual Awakening... sounds like a beautiful experience ... one in
which you awaken enlightened as you emerge this brand new being,
breathing with clarity to a new way of living consciously. Cue my meditative music, pour me a cup of herbal tea, and do not disturb me whilst
I sit here going within. Easy peasy right? Not even close my friends. The
following is a true account of my Spiritual Awakening, and just as when
any new creation is birthed those labour pains were brutal, and I found
myself searching for something to hold onto.
I grew up in the small Ozark town of Exeter, MO. During the 1960’s and
1970’s my grandparents had a working farm in a very rural area of Exeter.
My grandmother, Ole Jones, had a nursing home within their residence
with at least 6 or 7 ‘old people’ (as my four year old self would refer to
them) in her charge. This was a different era as adults did not explain
things to children. I just knew that my grandma took care of old people
and I was not supposed to talk to them whatsoever; so I obeyed.
My grandmother took meticulous care of each and every person that
came to live with her, fixing their meals, washing their clothes, tending
to their every need. I believed that everyone’s grandma must do this for
the old people that lived in their house too. Then one day something
changed and my four year old soul was not prepared to deal with it.
I noticed that when I walked towards the back part of my grandparent’s
home - particularly the part where the ‘old people’ lived - that I quickly
became physically ill. My stomach became nauseous, my heart began to
incessantly pound, and the worst part of it was that I could feel everything ... so much fear and dread. It was not a pleasant experience at all to
which I quickly bolted and ran outside to escape. I would later learn that
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a man, my grandmother had taken care of, had passed away. One by one,
each elderly soul, in that house died and I could sense their Spirit presence very strongly.
I could sense them in my body, knew that a man had heart issues, sick to
his stomach, felt him right next to me. I did see Spirit as a child, but
overwhelmingly I could feel them. They never tried to hurt or scare me.
They only tried to communicate with me - but I was only four - and I
perceived those experiences as terrifying.
The hallway that led to each charge’s
room was long and dark. It reminded
me of the story ‘The Headless Horseman’
and that if I could make it back to the
living room on the other side of the
hallway, then they had no power over
me and I would be safe. I was living between two worlds - the Physical and the
Spirit World.
I eventually reached out to my Mother
who dismissed my pleas for help. I was
blamed for being lazy, lying, not wanting to clean the rooms, and day dreaming. If she only knew that it was
more of a living nightmare.
My earliest memory of Spirit is about the age of two. I remember them
being a presence I sensed and played with. Four is the age that I became
bombarded by the Spirit World. I was a shy child, but became even more
so, and developed a stutter. Living in a small town, as I did, your classmates were also your cousins. They knew that there was something different about Cindy but no one really knew the truth. I reached out to
other family members for help only to be overlooked and dismissed.
Each time Spirit communicated with me my world became smaller and
began to shape my life’s journey.
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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I do not come from a family that was interested in metaphysics or the
after-life. My dad was a truck driver, and my mum worked in the local
shoe factory. I did not grow up in a religious household, but I have always known that our Spirits live on as I could see and feel Spirits around
people. I also knew things about our home that a four year old should
never know. I knew that my family had money struggles, despite my parents never talking about any of their financial situation with me.
I knew and sensed emotions in other people and felt them in my body.
One day, I was lying in bed, holding my hand up above me, mesmerized
by the vibrant colours forming the outline. I heard a friendly voice from
within me say “This is your aura”. A feeling of trust and excitement filled
my heart! I had received an answer and the comforting sensation of ‘the
voice’ clung to me like a close friend.
My experiences with the Spirit World continued throughout my childhood into adolescence. I desperately wanted to fit in at school so I tried
my best to suppress my spiritual gifts. I found this to be not 100% effective, but enough to get sleep to function, and most of all, for me, coming
out of my shell in order to make friends. So I went through the motions
of life doing my best to ignore the Spirit World. My strategy began to
unravel in 2007 - the year of my ‘Spiritual Awakening.’
2007 would prove to be the beginning of a difficult time professionally
for me. I worked in the area of law and my psychic awareness was intensely amplifying. I had always had a ‘knowing’ about the court cases
that I was working on, but all my sensory perception - especially my psychic perception was on overload. Just like when I was a child, the other
side was also drawing close to me and once again I felt scared.
My only child graduated high school in 2010 and I had an empty nest.
The sound of silence was deafening. I could hear and feel the other side,
and to the best of my ability tried to ignore what was happening. In 2012
my precious dog Sissy died. She had been with me for almost 13 years.
Page 12
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That is a lot of life experience with a soul. Again, I could feel and hear her
passing into Spirit, every struggle for breath and the release as she slipped
out of her body into Spirit. There are too many accounts of Spirit in my
home to mention here, but I always knew that their presence was intensifying. I collapsed out of sheer exhaustion at work one day, and it was a
‘wake up’ that I needed help.
I was guided to a Shaman in Oklahoma.
Once a week, for well over a year, I went
to her. I had never been to a Shaman,
didn’t know about meta-psychics, and
had never listened to someone talk to me
about thoughts and energy.
She talked to me about the power of my
thoughts and how I had attracted everything that had ever happened to me. I
was so angry at her! How could she blame
me for what was happening! She told me, with a smile, that “One day you
will be glad that this happened to you.”
I seriously considered walking out of the room. But thankfully I stayed.
Once our work together was finished she asked me if I was interested in
taking one of her Animal Communication Workshops. She is also a very
well-known Animal Communicator and I certainly had great faith in her
abilities, so I said yes. The next month was my first introduction into the
fascinating world of inter-species communication. I began to shadow her
at events, sitting at her side, reading client’s animals. It was an amazing
experience.
Another intuitive professional suggested that I meet a medium that lived
in my area. She felt that this woman would be able to help me as well. I
began to search for this medium and found her. I attended her Circle and
knew that I felt at home. This medium also gave me a spiritual assessment and told me that I was a born medium, but untrained - and that if
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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I wanted to seek out training that I would do well for myself. So I had to
make a hard choice. Reveal to my family, friends, church, that I would be
living a ‘life of service’ as a Medium, or completely shut down my gift
forever.
I chose the path of Mediumship and Animal Communication. Shortly
thereafter I began to lose friends, as I went public and revealed what had
always been a part of my life. My church no longer was a place that welcomed me, my home felt uneasy, and family members began to question
my motives. This was what my Spiritual Awakening looked like, and yet
it was the beginning of the most beautifully unfinished painted masterpiece set out before me. My development training eventually has led me
to World Renowned Psychic Mediums and Animal Communicators who
I am personally mentored by.
I currently live in Oklahoma and have clients that I read all over the
world. I connect people with their loved ones on the other side. I can also
communicate with animals and aid in connecting people with their furry
friends. All this from a child who was so afraid of the dark, but now
knows and trusts that there is nothing to fear in the true light of Spirit.
I facilitate Animal Communication
Workshops and demonstrate throughout
the world, in person or on Skype. I teach
on telepathy, particularly what the methods of intuitive communication looks
like; how does a telepathic thought form
in our mind, enter the mind of an animal, and become communication that we humans can understand. We
are born with this gift but it is the verbal communication in babies that
is most encouraged; so our telepathic muscle goes unused.
I also teach about How to Build Your Power Through Your Chakras.
Building Power is essential to an Intuitive Medium and Animal Communicator’s Work. Chakras are energy centres in our bodies and also in
Page 14
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our animal friend’s bodies.
Balanced Chakras spin clockwise and go counterclockwise when they are
unbalanced. Happy pet owners make for happy calm pets and vice versa.
Unhappy pet owners make for unhappy pets. There are seven main
Chakras that I teach in my workshops, Root, Sacral, Solar Plexus, Heart,
Throat, Third Eye, and Crown. Each energy centre plays a pivotal role in
an animal’s behaviour and well-being.
I also teach on How to Trust Your Intuition and Spirit. I believe that everyone has a psychic ability given to us by the Divine. It is only when you
learn to trust your gut that the difference is made. How do you do that?
Devote time to meditate each day. Learning to quiet the rodeo in your
head, stilling those thoughts which rattle around is just the beginning of
your psychic development. You will begin to trust and know the Spirit
World more as you spend time in silence. It is a beautiful and wonderful
experience indeed.
Losing a loved one can be devastating and extremely difficult process to
endure. Mediumship should always be a healing experience to the curious or those longing for comfort. My passion is connecting people with
their loved ones in Spirit and allowing people to receive messages from
their furry babies. I live a life of service to bring comfort to those hurting
hearts.
My passion is to bring evidence to the world that our soul lives on, that
our animal friends can communicate telepathically with us, and that
there is more to this physical world than our eyes can truly perceive.
Cindy teaches Animal Communication Workshops, as well as having established her Animal Communication and Intuitive Medium Practice. She has
had advanced training with World Renowned Mediums Tony Stockwell and
Helen DaVita. Cindy is passionate about serving Spirit and believes it is
truly a powerful healing experience to bring messages from Spirit to the world.
Visit her website at: cindykjones.net
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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The Energy in Salt Water Baths
By Edward Bush
British Society of Dowsers, June 1999

I

t was more than thirty-five years ago when I was employed in a research
laboratory in Cleveland, Ohio, that I got into the habit of taking measurements of every experiment that we made, and taking detailed notes of
the result. Later on my detailed notes of a rather unusual reaction, enabled the firm I was with, to take out a patent on a new chemical formulation and put it on the market.
About two years ago, armed with the habit of taking notes which had
also served me well for recording dowsing results in the field, I started
doing some work on various salts and combination of salts for use in the
bath. I think the idea came to me from the owner of a Health Food store
who was also a dowser.
Whenever I went to the store to buy vitamins, minerals or herbal combinations, I would measure the size of the aura of a product and check it
against a similar product from another manufacturer to see which had
the most energy or life. I would then check the highest energy product to
see if it was the best one for me. It usually was.
It was amazing to see the difference in the energy of apparently equal
products, irrespective of price or brand name and reputation. The store
owner asked me to check a number of items for her including some
herbal bath salts she had on display. I found considerable differences in
the energies of apparently similar bath salts. I decided to do a little investigating on my own. Incidentally numbers of Health Food store owners
or their assistants ask me to give them a reading on competitive products.
It is sometimes quite an eye opener.
After a hard day’s work, whether physical or mentally stressful, I like to
unwind in a nice hot bath, generally for about half an hour in a 15cm
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depth of water (before I get in).
In order to increase the relaxation I usually add some bath salts
to the water or even one litre of
standard 3% W/V Hydrogen
Peroxide as sold in the drug store.
I do not use any soap in the bath.
It is not necessary.
After 30 minutes of soaking I am
sufficiently unwound, and rising like Botticelli’s Venus from the waves I
am conscious of feeling very light on my feet as if I had shed a considerable weight. I do not, because I have weighed myself before and after. But
something has happened and I feel much the better for it.
Sometimes I take a tall glass of water or juice with me and drink it during
my soak. I am told that this is a good idea since a soak in hot salt water
tends to increase any dehydration which may have resulted from the hard
exercise beforehand.
We are fortunate in British Columbia to have a number of Hot Springs
available for the public to bathe in. One of these is Ainsworth Hot Springs,
near Nelson in the West Kootenays, which I like to visit when I am up in
that part of the country. I always feel very relaxed after a good soak in the
Ainsworth pool. Two of the principal salts in the Ainsworth water are
Calcium Sulphate and Magnesium Sulphate.
These two salts would definitely be on my list for investigation, especially since Magnesium Sulphate or Epsom Salts are very commonly used
as bath salts.
The first thing to do was to measure the size of the aura or energy field of
each individual salt or additive to the bath water, with the following results:
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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Single Salt or Additive			
Aura Size, centimeters
Sodium Bicarbonate				12
Sea Salt						20
Magnesium Sulphate			18
Calcium Sulphate				15
3% Hydrogen Peroxide			20
Following up on this, combinations were made of the various salts using
equal quantities of each salt. The dry salts were thoroughly mixed together before the measurement of the aura was made.
Combination of Salts			
Aura Size, centimeters
Magnesium Sulph. + Calcium Sulph.
30
Sea Salt + Sodium Bicarbonate			
40
Sea Salt + Magnesium Sulphate		
23
Sea Salt + Calcium Sulphate			
15
Sea Salt + Sodium Bicarb. + Mag. Sulph. 30
Details of the tests on the performance of combinations of bath salts in
actual use were as follows: The aura size of ordinary Vancouver tap water
is one 2.4 cm, but because I treat the water in the pipe as it comes into
the house with a system of magnets, the water comes out of my kitchen
tap with an aura of 17 inches. So the aura of freshly run bath water was
also 43 cm.
After there was about a 15cm depth of warm water in the bath, the bath salts were thoroughly
mixed in. Because Sea Salt and Sodium Bicarbonate (baking soda) had shown the best combination aura of 40cm, I used these two salts for my
bath test. One cup (approximately 250 ml or
300g) of each salt was stirred into the bath water
and a new reading of the aura of the water was
made. This came out at 150cm, a remarkable increase.
Page 18
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I got into the bath and lay and luxuriated for 20 minutes. No soap was
used. Twenty minutes after soaking in the bath I took another reading of
the aura of the bath water - it was 3cm.
I continued lying in the bath for another ten minutes and took another
reading of the aura of the bath water after I had been in it for 30 minutes.
The aura was down to 3mm.
I got out of the bath and checked the aura of a sample of the freshly
salted bath water which I had kept to one side. It was still at 150cm, so
decay of aura size with time had not been a factor in the reduction of the
aura of the bath water while I was in it.
This test using Sea Salt and Sodium Bicarbonate was repeated two more
times on different dates. In each case the results were essentially the same,
except that one time after I had been in the water for 30 minutes the aura
of the bath water only got down to 5mm.
At another time I took the opportunity to check the effect of another
person in the bath, namely my daughter, Rowena. She used an unknown
proprietary bath salt, and as I requested, took samples of the bath water
15 minutes and 30 minutes after she got into the bath. As before the
freshly drawn water had an aura of 43cm. The aura of the unused salted
water was 76cm. After 15 minutes of soaking the aura of the bath water
was 13cm, and after 30 minutes was down to 1.5cm. The general pattern
of aura reduction with time of soaking remained the same independent
of the person in the bath.
A few days after these tests I carried out a test using 3% Hydrogen Peroxide as the additive to the bath water. The freshly run warm bath water
had as before an aura of 43cm. After adding one cup (250 ml) of Hydrogen Peroxide the aura of the water increased to 66cm. After adding a
second cup the aura went up to 81cm. After 15 minutes of my soaking
in the bath the aura of the water was down to 32cm. After 30 minutes of
soaking the aura of the bath water stood at 8cm. I checked my own aura
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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before getting in the water and also 30 minutes later when I got out just
to see if it had changed. It had not.
From the above series of tests it does appear that the long held-story that
soaking in salty water is good for you, is true. I do not have any references to quote, but the belief that taking a long bath in salt water helps
to draw toxins, heavy metals and even residual radioactivity out of the
body seems to be borne out by the above series of tests. Certainly the
salty bath water was full of energy when I got into it and very lacking in
energy when I got out 30 minutes later, when presumably it had absorbed a lot of toxins from my system.
I am aware of a couple of city water supplies that have an aura of 3mm
or less, and there is no way I could be persuaded to drink the water for
any length of time. One sure way to reduce the aura of ordinary good
city or spring water to such a low level is by microwaving it. Dowsers can
easily check this for themselves.

The Greatest Mystery in the World
Reprinted from the Journal of the Ozark Reseach Institute, Spring 2011
By Alan Handelsman

Y

es, there are stars, galaxies, other planets, and black holes in a universe that is too big for me to imagine. There is a diversity of life
here on earth that ranges from the blue whale down to one celled plant
and animal life. And all those sub atomic particles the physicists tell us
come into and out of existence. All of this stuff is pretty amazing; no
doubt.
But for me, the most amazing thing about being a human being on Earth
is this: You can talk all day long; you never take a ‘deep’ breath; and you
never run out of air before the end of the thought, phrase, or sentence.
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Have you ever noticed that? Somehow, your system seems to know exactly how much air to take in, and how much you will use to express
yourself at any particular time. To me, that is truly amazing. It also tells
me that your exhale is more important than your inhale.
But most of us, when we want to take a ‘deep’, healing breath, suck as
much as we can into our lungs, without letting much of it go at all. And
then complain that it is hard to relax.
As an experiment, take an ordinary breath in, and let it out. Just as you
are ready to take the next breath in, let some more air out, even if you
have to blow out a little bit. You will notice that there is more air in your
lungs when you usually inhale. This air never gets to be exhaled.
As you breathe out a little more than you breathe in, you may notice that
your body quiets down a little bit. You may feel more peaceful and relaxed. To me, the exhale is the secret to a deep, healing breath. Not how
much you take in, but how much you let out.
Here’s another experiment. Take a deep breath and hold it for a second
or two, and notice how you feel. Then breathe out and hold it there, and
you may notice that your body is in a much more comfortable position.
Musicians, singers, martial arts practitioners, athletes, and speakers, know
that their power is in how they let air out of the body. Did you know the
literal translation of the word nirvana is “blow out?”
So, play with exhaling just a little bit more air than you’ve inhaled. Do
this for two or three breaths in a row; close your eyes, and you will probably be in an altered state. A state of consciousness that is conducive to
hypnosis, meditation, relaxation, or healing for yourself or others.
Alan Handelsman is a hypnotherapist, One Brain facilitator, EFT practitioner, and retired musician. Visit his websites:
www.SourceHypnosis.com and www. Resonance Tuner.com
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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The Power of Hugs
By Dr Mercola
Extracted from http://articles.mercola.com

F

rom birth to death, touch is an important part of your emotional and
physical health as it triggers the release of hormones such as dopamine and oxytocin, and reduces the amount of cortisol in your body
Health benefits that result from
hugs include a reduction in feelings of sadness, lower blood pressure, slowed heart rate, reduced
anxiety and increased compassion.
You may be able to increase the
number of hugs and touch you get
each day by staying tuned in to
others who want hugs, giving hugs
and engaging in therapeutic touch
activities.
From the time you were born until the day you die, touch is an important part of your emotional and physical health. Infants deprived of touch
grow up with developmental and cognitive delays, attachment disorders
and higher risk of serious infections. On the other hand, premature infants who are held skin-to-skin exhibit better cognitive skills, are more
resilient to stress and have more organized sleep patterns, even 10 years
later.
These early touch-based interventions demonstrate the need for touch in
psychological regulation. The benefits of touch don’t diminish with age.
The late Virginia Satir, psychotherapist and generally acknowledged as a
pioneer in family therapy, spoke about the importance of touch and hugs
as it relates to a person’s emotional health, saying:
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“We need [four] hugs a day for survival. We need [eight] hugs a day for maintenance. We need 12 hugs a day for growth.”
This may represent the minimum and optimum thresholds to generate
sufficient oxytocin, a hormone released by your pituitary gland in response to physical touch. The simple act of hugging may not only increase your bond with others, but may also boost your physical and emotional health.
The Importance of Touch
Touch is the primary language
to communicate compassion
and is fundamental to communication, bonding and health.
It supports the immune system,
reduces stress, encourages sleep
and has no side effects. It doesn’t drain your batteries, but recharges you
instead.
The basis for several of the benefits psychologists associate with hugging
is the result of release of oxytocin. Also called the “love hormone” or
“cuddle hormone,” it is released from your pituitary gland, triggering a
flood of emotions depending upon the environment in which you associate the hormone.
These reactions are the result of a neurotransmitter’s actions on the emotional centre of the brain. It promotes feelings of contentment. The release of oxytocin with hugging triggers feelings of compassion for the
other person, a necessary form of connection and support during times
of psychological stress or grief.
Feelings of intimacy and closeness give you an optimistic sense of where
you fit socially and a positive sense of well-being.
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2017
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Hugs Each Day May Help Keep Depression at Bay
A hug is also one of the easiest ways to demonstrate appreciation and
acknowledges the person you are hugging as important to you. Nearly 55
percent of all communication is nonverbal, so a single gesture of hugging
is an excellent method of communicating love and care.
Hugs stimulate your brain to release several other chemicals that affect
your mood and emotions. The first, dopamine, is a hormone that evokes
pleasure in the brain. Endorphins and serotonin are also released, helping to reduce pain and feelings of sadness. According to Debra Castaldo,
Ph.D., relationship expert and couples and family therapist:
“When we hug, our hearts connect and we know that we are not separate beings. Hugging with mindfulness and concentration can bring reconciliation,
healing, understanding and much happiness.”
Yogi masters also recognize the health benefits associated with physical
touch, and specifically with hugging. Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh,
who made hugging meditation famous, is a global leader whose key
teaching is that through mindfulness people can learn to live in the present moment.
The practice begins with the recognition of each other’s presence and
then an embrace that encompasses three deep breaths. The first breath is
designed to help you acknowledge your presence in the present moment.
With the second breath you become aware of the presence of the other,
and with your third breath you celebrate with gratitude your presence
with the other person. Hanh believes that hugging in such a way brings
reality into the present moment, and possibly reconciliation.
At the same time, this practice releases the other health benefits mentioned above.
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Library News
Book Review:
‘Ask the Right Question’ by Maggie and Nigel Percy, 2014, 224 pages.
Below is just one of many good reviews on Amazon:
The art and skill of being specific in your
questions is perhaps the most important
aspect of developing a successful, accurate, dowsing practice; and Maggie and
Nigel Percy have written the best book I
have read to date on this subject. It’s detailed, thorough, and gives additional resources to further your dowsing education.
The information on using both sides of
the brain is new to me, and I believe will
help take my dowsing to a new level. Anybody can learn to dowse; however becoming an accurate dowser takes regular practice and additional knowledge. They’ve given the knowledge in this
excellent book. Now it is time to put these tips into practice. Note, there
are helpful tips in the appendix at the end to help you use the ideas and
systems given, maybe start there if you are a beginner.
Note from the Librarian:
We have many DVDs in the library which are also available on YouTube,
for those of you who are so inclined. A good example is, ‘Healing the
Luminous Body’ by Alberto Villoldo, which has been popular with our
members. It is 72 mins long. 									
										~ Helen
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Speaker for October 15th, 2017
Skye Flowstreym
- Reincarnation & Past Lives -

S

kye is a clinical member of The Australian
Hypnotherapy Association, who offers a
broad range of hypnosis and NLP-based services.
He holds a government accredited Diploma
in Clinical Hypnotherapy and a Master Certificate in NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming). Skye ran a successful Stop Smoking
program for Sydney Water, assisting groups of up to 30 people.
Reincarnation is the philosophical or religious concept that an aspect of a living being starts a new life in a different physical body,
or form, after each biological death. It is also called rebirth or transmigration, and is a part of the Sansāra doctrine of cyclic existence.
The Egyptians, Greeks, Romans and Aztecs all believed in the
‘transmigration of souls’ from one body to another after death. It’s a
fundamental precept of Hinduism. Although reincarnation is not
a part of official Christian doctrine, many Christians believe in it
or at least accept it as a possibility.
Skye will share his experiences with past lives regressions, gathered
using hypnotism.
His website:
www.northernbeacheshypnosisclinic.com.au
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, 506 bus goes from Town Hall House, Druitt St, Stand L, to
Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm

Website address
www.dowsingaustralia.com
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